Associate DevOps Engineer (f/m/d)

Purpose and Objectives

SAP’s Cloud Business is the fastest growing Business Area at SAP.

Within the Product Engineering Group, the Cloud Lifecycle Management Application Management team is providing central tools and architectures for provisioning and operating various SAP Cloud solutions. One of our main products is the Service Provider Cockpit (SPC), which is the de-facto standard suite for service operations in SAP’s major cloud units like S/4HANA, C/4HANA, HANA Enterprise Cloud, HCM and others. In addition to managing SAP’s inhouse IaaS platforms, SPC is also used to orchestrate workloads on all major hyperscalers (Azure, AWS, GCP, AliCloud).

The team drives the design, implementation and “productization” of the key lifecycle management services required to drive operations excellence for SAP’s cloud delivery. Examples are the Cloud Landscape Directory (CLD) for all SAP Cloud Business Tenants, Provisioning/Upsell/Renewal of single tenants as well as complete intelligent enterprise scenarios, Customer/Board/Field Notifications, Cloud Access Management, Downtime & Activity Management, Operations Lifecycle Management including Software Change Management as well as High Availability/Disaster Recovery Business Continuity Services all based on the IT Process Automation.

The team works in an agile mode and collaborates very closely with our customers and stakeholders to provide the most efficient operations support and appealing and easy to use functionality. In addition, we are also in close alignment with different product groups to bring SAP’s product innovations to the cloud. Curiosity and passion for our customers are our inner drivers. We are therefore absolutely committed to integrate the latest innovations into our cloud services and content offerings for most appealing and efficient consumption.

Expectations and Tasks

As an Associate DevOps Engineer within the SAP Operations Engineering & Automation Team you take over accountability for excellent execution of SAP’s Cloud strategy. You will be dealing with the full development cycle, from discussing requirements with our (internal) customers, to design, architecture, implementation, bug fixing and troubleshooting. In your role as an Associate DevOps Engineer you will work closely with international colleagues together on development projects with the following activities:

- Perform system landscape support in the assigned functional areas of responsibility
- Effective system operations along the software lifecycle
- Ensure excellent quality and maintain high standards
- Engage in operations model/operational processes and procedures
- Ensure smooth operations and maximize uptime

We expect:

- Good team player, as we are working in a friendly and agile team. No shyness regarding code reviews and pair programming.
- "Can do" attitude with clear customer focus.
- Willingness to dig into an existing code base and get an understanding of how "other people’s" code works.
- Openness to continuously learn new technologies
- Willingness to discuss directly with end users and stakeholders, and ability to translate their expectations into simple, "easy to use" and "easy to maintain" architecture and functionality.
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**Education and Qualifications / Skills and Competencies**

Good understanding in the area of technology, e.g.:
- Basic knowledge in ABAP (or equivalent) object-oriented programming language
- Basic knowledge of automation tools and scripting with Perl, Shell scripting
- Basic product knowledge and knowledge of software architecture in one or multiple focus areas and/or NetWeaver System Administration or Software Lifecycle Tools
- Basic knowledge in Linux OS, Apache Tomcat and middleware technologies
- Experience of setting up, working in, and managing large virtualized landscape / environment
- First experiences with public cloud service providers (Amazon Web Services, Google Cloud Platform, Microsoft Azure)
- Exposure to Security aspects, Firewall, IDS, WAF, Mod Security, Various Certifications and Standards

**Education**
- Bachelor/Master Degree in Computer Science or comparable IT apprenticeship
- Fluent in English (verbal/written) is much appreciated. Fluent in German (verbal/written) is must have.

**Personal Skills**
- Passion for programming/coding and practical knowledge of at least two object-oriented programming languages
- Passion for innovation. Interest in business process background
- Good communication and technical skills
- Very strong analytical and logical skills
- High quality demands towards work accomplished

**Work Experience**

This is an entry level position for upcoming or recent graduates or young professionals. Job relevant experience gained in student job or internship is highly appreciated.
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